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1. INTRODUCTION 

We have studied how to implement in CDF t. trigger for the process B” - T+C, 
exploiting the new trigger hardware being built for Run II (1996/1997). 

The trigger we propose is based on online measurement of impact parameters, a very 
important handle for a decay channel that ia otherwise slmast featureless. The new devices 
that will make thin trigger possible ue, St Level I, the new fast tracker for the Central 
Drift Chamber (XFT’) and, at Level 2, the Silicon Vertex Tracker (SVT’), allowing online 
tracking in the new Silicon Vertex detector (SVX II’). W e evalustc rates and efficiency of 
the proposed trigger, and discuss ita feasibility. 

2. METHOD 

We describe in the following the tools used in performing this study. All mtes are 
estimated from e. samvIe of real Minimum Biu data collected in the CDF run IA f1992/19931. 
amounting to about 2.4. IO6 events. We believe that using real data is crucial, since the 
evalustion of the background when very high rejection factors are needed (as in this case) ia 
very uncertsin if baaed on simulated data. 

We have crudely simulated the XFT by smearing the track momenta with the expected 
resolution and making the appropriate acceptance cut (1st < 1 and PT > 2 GeV). This is 
expected to be good enough for our purpose, since the efficiency and background rate should 
be almost ideal in eventa with low multiplicity like those we are considering. The SVX II 
detector is simulated by the actual SVX of Run IA, which is very similar except for 2 
acceptance. This is taken into account by scaling the resulting rates by the appropriate 
factor. 

For the SVT, we have used a fully detailed simulation program that includea the 
algorithms for online correction of SVX misalignment and beam position. WC expect this 
simulation to be very accurate in predicting the behaviour of the real device. Given the 
small number of MB eventa written on tape for each run, the beam finding algorithm yields 
large ststiaticsl error8 on the beam position. This leads to ra pessimistic estimation of the 
SVT perfoormsnce, since in the actual running conditiooa c huge statistics will be available. 
For this re~on, we alaa made alternative rate estimatea using the full off-line reconstruction 
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in place of the SVT simulator, that has a much larger available statistics, given the lower 
PT threshold. This provides an upper limit to the expected performance, and it is likely to 
be closer to reality than the lower limit, since the SVT resolution has been determined to 
he almost identical to the offline resolution. 

Efficiency estimates are baaed on R sample oi 10,000 simulated B” + x+x- @ys, 
generated according to theoretical calculations’ of B-meson PT and rapidity distributions. 
No detector simulation W&B performed in evaluating the efficiency, but simply resolution 
smearing and acceptance cuts were applied. We deemed this appropriate, since the largest 
uncertainties on signal size come irom the theoretical uncertainties on cross sections and 
branching ratios. 

3. RESULTS 

We have performed the cuts both on the signal and background samples, and we 
report in the table below the efficiency on both the signal and the background after ewh 
cut. All rates are estimated at the expected Run II luminosity of 5. 10”. 

At Level 1, vte require two tracks within the XFT acceptance ([lrl < 1 and PT > 2 
f&V), and this simple requirement gives an acceptable, though high, trigger rate. At Level 
2, we require the presence of at least two appositely-charged tracks with impact parameter 
greater than 100 pm. This gives a substantial rate reduction. A further cut is made on the 
impact parameter of the reconstructed B particle, to make sure it points back to the primnry 
vertex, and that the decay is in the forward direction. A cut at 140 ,~nz on this variable 
helps in reducing the background and is almost fully efficient. 

Table 1. Trigger cuts, efficiencies and rates 

CUT Signal MB (OFF.) MB(SVT) RATE 
Eta 0.20 
PT 0.12 0.026 0.026 
Opp. charge 0.12 0.017 0.017 30 kHe (Ll) 
Impact par. 0.044 1.2.10“ 4. lo-’ 
B imp. par. 0.043 2.2, 10-S ll.lO-l 40+190 Hz (L2) 
lnveriant Maas 0.043 < 10-s < 10-S < 18 He (13) 

The expected bandwidths are: 

. Ll: 50 to 100 kHz 

. L2: zz 1 kHz 

. L3: 50 Hz or more 

We can see that the rates are easily fit in the available bandwidth, and we are able 
to preserve B significant fraction of the signal (4%). Note that the eta acceptance alone is 
responsible for cutting the efficiency down to 20%. 

4. CONCLUSIONS 

Assuming a b-quark cross section of 50 pb, a BR(B” + r+n-) = lo-‘, and a B” 
fraction of 40%, we expect to be able to put about 8.5 Kevents of signal on tape in 10’s run 

at the Run II design luminosity. This is a sizable sample, and if the lagging efficiency is not 
too small (we expect 4% or better), it could yield the first observation of CP-violation in 
B” - zr+m-. 

That i* 
The initial signal/noise ratio is 1:3,000,000, and reduces to about 1:1,500 on tape. 
still a large background and, in order to actually make R measurement. further tight 

cuts will be needed in the offline analysis. It is still to be understood how wuch additionnl 
rejection is obtainable in the offline. Unfortunately, this is not easy to figure out with some 
level of confidence until a huge smnple of real dsta becomea available. 
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